Prediction of solute diffusivity in Al assisted by first-principles molecular dynamics.
Ab initio calculations of the solid-state diffusivity of solute atoms in bulk aluminium have previously been based on transition state theory (TST), employing transition state searches and systematic assessments of single jumps together with appropriate models of jump frequencies and correlation factors like the five-frequency model. This work compared TST benchmark predictions of diffusivities with first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD). The TST calculations were performed at unprecedented high precision, including the temperature dependent entropy of vacancy formation which has not been included in previous studies of diffusion in Al; this led to improved agreement with experimental data. It was furthermore demonstrated that FPMD can yield sufficient statistics to predict the frequency of single jumps, and FPMD was used to successfully predict the macroscopic diffusivity of Si in Al. The latter is not possible in systems with higher activation energies, but it was demonstrated that FPMD in such cases can identify which jumps are prevalent for a given defect configuration. Thus, information from FPMD can be used to simplify the calculation of correlation terms, prefactors and effective transition barriers with TST significantly. This can be particularly important for the study of more complicated defect configurations, where the number of distinct jumps rapidly increases to be intractable by systematic methods.